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Personality Trait Poker
Adapted from http://adulted.about.com/od/icebreakers/a/poker.htm by Cara Wylie


Print these trait cards on different colored sheets of paper and cut out. The goal is to make a hand of five personality traits which best represent each person. There are a couple ways to modify this activity:


1. For Large Groups – (Adapted by Carmen Marty) Divide them into groups of 4-5.  Use approximately 30 cards.  Have them deal five cards to each person.  They may discard one card.  The dealer deals one more card to anyone who discarded. Then allow the whole group to walk around and trade cards.  They have to negotiate with each other in order to trade.  Allow approximately 3-5 minutes depending on the size of the whole group.  Then have them go back to their small groups.  If anyone in the group wants a card from the discard pile, everyone in the group must agree before they can take it. Have them put their cards in order with the card on the left most representing them down to the card on the right least representing them (Picture a poker hand).  Have them share a time when they used the three top ranked personality traits in their lives.

2. For Small Groups – Deal everyone five cards. Ask everyone to discard 2 cards and deal them two more cards. Allow them to negotiate with the others to pull cards from the discard pile or to exchange cards with each other.  If anyone in the group wants a card from the discard pile, everyone in the group must agree. Have them put their cards in order with the card on the left most represents them down to the card on the right least representing them (Picture a poker hand).  Have them share a time when they used the three top ranked personality traits in their lives.


This is a great activity to help them get to know each other better, see how they perceive each other, and to get them thinking about how we use many different personality traits during different times in our lives.  


**Special Note – There are several undesirable traits included.  It may be tempting to only include the positive traits.  But, that will limit the amount of negotiation and interaction if they can easily build their hands.  And, sometimes the less desirable traits are needed in order to get through challenging times in our lives. (

		Reflective

		Approachable

		Sarcastic

		Diligent

		Stubborn







		Patient

		Receptive

		Spontaneous

		Impulsive

		Assertive







		Gullible

		Thoughtful

		Persuasive

		Demanding

		Critical








		Positive

		Happy

		Serious

		Loving

		Disorganized







		Judgmental

		Sassy

		Realistic

		Playful

		Social








		Creative

		Imaginative

		Resourceful

		Energetic

		Organized








		Eccentric

		Logical

		Bossy

		Perfectionist

		Lazy







		Laid Back

		Inspirational

		Helpful

		Inquisitive

		Charming








		Whimsical

		Elusive

		Popular

		Calm

		Nervous







		Efficient

		Mysterious

		Ornery

		Classy

		Stoic








		Flexible

		Diplomatic

		Unique

		Friendly

		Loyal








		Persistent

		Selfish

		Insensitive

		Silly

		Messy







		Obsessive

		Possessive

		Procrastinator

		Intelligent

		Carefree







		Awkward

		Vivacious

		Tough

		Inventive

		Pushy
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				Brenda		Jacob B.		Devon		Jordan		Chance		Tabitha		madison		Danny		Jacob		Emily		Abby		Amanda		Julia		Brendan		Lauren		Tori		Bo		Cory		Sam		Kayla		Brianna		Jas		Zach

		Brenda

		Jacob B.

		Devon

		Jordan

		Chance

		Tabitha

		Madison

		Danny

		Jacob G.

		Emily

		Abby

		Amanda

		Julia

		Brendan

		Lauren

		Tori

		Bo

		Cory

		Sam

		Kayla

		Brianna

		Jas

		Zach

		Find your name on the left hand side.  Each time you work with a classmate you'll need to put an "X" in their box.  Once you've worked with everyone you can get a new sheet and start over.
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